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ABSTRACT

Due to lack of interoperability and lack of complete standardization,
however, Frame Relay did not experience significant deployment
during the late 1980s. A major development in Frame Relay's history
occurred in 1990 when Cisco Systems, Digital Equipment, Northern
Telecom, and StrataCom formed a consortium to focus on Frame
Relay technology development. This consortium developed a
specification that conformed to the basic Frame Relay protocol that
was being discussed in CCITT but extended the protocol with
features that provide additional capabilities for complex
internetworking environments. These Frame Relay extensions are
referred to collectively as the Local Management Interface (LMI).
Since the consortium's specification was developed and published,
many vendors have announced their support of this extended Frame
Relay definition. ANSI and CCITT have subsequently standardized
their own variations of the original LMI specification, and these
standardized specifications now are more commonly used than the
original version. Internationally, Frame Relay was standardized by
the International Telecommunications Union - Telecommunications
Sector (ITU-T). In the United States, Frame Relay is an American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard. Frame Relay
Devices. Devices attached to a Frame Relay WAN fall into two
general categories: data terminal equipment (DTE) and data circuitterminating equipment (DCE). DTEs generally are considered to be
terminating equipment for a specific network and typically are
located on the premises of a customer. In fact, they may be owned
by the customer. DCEs are carrier-owned internetworking devices.
The purpose of DCE equipment is to provide clocking and switching
services in a network, which are the devices that actually transmit
data through the WAN. In most cases, these are packet switches.
Next figure shows the relationship between the two categories of
devices.

Describes how to simulate High Speed Switch WAN Technology
over a router configuration based on routing protocol OSPF single
area. Defines what LAMP applications are. It shows how LAMP
Software Technology is used to Perform information systems over a
Frame Relay Technology Simulation. It combines LAMP Software
Technology and Frame Relay WAN Technology to propose a way to
refer how it works these two sets Technologies work together.
I NT RO DU CT I O N
Frame Relay [1] is a high-performance WAN protocol that operates
at the physical and data link layers of the OSI reference model.
Frame Relay originally was designed for use across Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN) interfaces. Today, it is used over a
variety of other network interfaces as well. This paper focuses on
Frame Relay's specifications and applications in the context of WAN
services. Frame Relay is a packet-switched technology. Packetswitched networks enable end stations to dynamically share the
network medium and the available bandwidth. Variable-length
packets are used for more efficient and flexible transfers. These
packets then are switched between the various network segments
until the destination is reached. Statistical multiplexing techniques
control network access in a packet-switched network. The
advantage of this technique is that it accommodates more flexibility
and more efficient use of bandwidth. Frame Relay is described as a
streamlined version of X.25, offering fewer of the robust capabilities,
such as windowing and retransmission of lost data, that are offered
in X.25. This is because Frame Relay typically operates over WAN
facilities that offer more reliable connection services and a higher
degree of reliability than the facilities available during the late 1970s
and early 1980s that served as the common platforms for X.25
WANs. Also, Frame Relay is strictly a Layer 2 protocol suite,
whereas X.25 provides services at Layer 3 (the network layer) as
well. This enables Frame Relay to offer higher performance and
greater transmission efficiency than X.25 and makes Frame Relay
suitable for current WAN applications, such as LAN interconnection.
Initial proposals for the standardization of Frame Relay were
presented to the Consultative Committee on International
Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT) in 1984.

The connection between a DTE device and a DCE device consists
of both a physical-layer component and a link-layer component. The
physical component defines the mechanical, electrical, functional,
and procedural specifications for the connection between the
devices. One of the most commonly used physical-layer interface
specifications is the recommended standard (RS)-232 specification.
The link-layer component defines the protocol that establishes the
connection between the DTE device, such as a router, and the DCE
device, such as a switch. This part examines a commonly utilized
protocol specification used in WAN networking the Frame Relay
protocol. Frame Relay Virtual Circuits. Frame Relay provides
connection-oriented data link layer communication. This means that
a defined communication exists between each pair of devices and
that these connections are associated with a connection identifier.
This service is implemented by using a Frame Relay virtual circuit,
which is a logical connection created between two Data Terminal
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Equipment (DTE) devices across a Frame Relay Packet-Switched
Network (PSN). Virtual circuits provide a bi-directional
communications path from one DTE device to another and are
uniquely identified by a data-link connection identifier (DLCI). A
number of virtual circuits can be multiplexed into a single physical
circuit for transmission across the network. This capability often can
reduce the equipment and network complexity required to connect
multiple DTE devices. A virtual circuit can pass through any number
of intermediate DCE devices (switches) located within the Frame
Relay PSN. Frame Relay virtual circuits fall into two categories:
switched virtual circuits (SVCs) and permanent virtual circuits
(PVCs). PVCs are more often used than SVCs. Switched Virtual
Circuits (SVCs). Those are temporary connections used in
situations requiring only sporadic data transfer between DTE
devices across the Frame Relay network. A communication session
across an SVC consists of four operational states: Call Setup. The
virtual circuit between two Frame Relay DTE devices is established.
Data Transfer. Data is transmitted between the DTE devices over
the virtual circuit. Idle. The connection between DTE devices is still
active, but no data is transferred. If an SVC remains in an idle state
for a defined period of time, the call can be terminated. Call
Termination. The virtual circuit between DTE devices is terminated.
After the virtual circuit is terminated, the DTE devices must establish
a new SVC if there is additional data to be exchanged. It is expected
that SVCs will be established, maintained, and terminated using the
same signaling protocols used in ISDN. Few manufacturers of
Frame Relay DCE equipment, however, support Switched Virtual
Connections. Therefore, their actual deployment is minimal in
today's Frame Relay networks. Permanent Virtual Circuits
(PVCs). Those are permanently established connections that are
used for frequent and consistent data transfers between DTE
devices across the Frame Relay network. Communication across a
PVC does not require the call setup and termination states that are
used with SVCs. PVCs always operate in one of the following two
operational states: Data Transfer. Data is transmitted between the
DTE devices over the virtual circuit. Idle. The connection between
DTE devices is active, but no data is transferred. Unlike SVCs,
PVCs will not be terminated under any circumstances due to being
in an idle state. DTE devices can begin transferring data whenever
they are ready because the circuit is permanently established.
Data-Link Connection Identifier (DLCI). Frame Relay virtual
circuits are identified by Data-Link Connection Identifiers (DLCIs).
DLCI values typically are assigned by the Frame Relay service
provider. Frame Relay DLCIs have local significance, which means
that the values themselves are not unique in the Frame Relay WAN.
Two DTE devices connected by a virtual circuit, for example, may
use a different DLCI value to refer to the same connection. Next
figure illustrates how a single virtual circuit may be assigned a
different DLCI value on each end of the connection.

Frame Relay implements two congestion-notification mechanisms:
Forward-explicit congestion notification (FECN) and Backwardexplicit congestion notification (BECN). FECN and BECN each
are controlled by a single bit contained in the Frame Relay frame
header. The Frame Relay frame header also contains a Discard
Eligibility (DE) bit, which is used to identify less important traffic that
can be dropped during periods of congestion. The FECN bit is part
of the Address field in the Frame Relay frame header. The FECN
mechanism is initiated when a DTE device sends Frame Relay
frames into the network. If the network is congested, DCE devices
(switches) set the value of the frames' FECN bit to 1. When the
frames reach the destination DTE device, the Address field (with the
FECN bit set) indicates that the frame experienced congestion in the
path from source to destination. The DTE device can relay this
information to a higher-layer protocol for processing. Depending on
the implementation, flow-control may be initiated, or the indication
may be ignored. The BECN bit is part of the Address field in the
Frame Relay frame header. DCE devices set the value of the BECN
bit to 1 in frames traveling in the opposite direction of frames with
their FECN bit set. This informs the receiving DTE device that a
particular path through the network is congested. The DTE device
then can relay this information to a higher-layer protocol for
processing. Depending on the implementation, flow-control may be
initiated, or the indication may be ignored. Frame Relay Discard
Eligibility (DE). This is a bit which is used to indicate that a frame
has lower importance than other frames. The DE bit is part of the
Address field in the Frame Relay frame header. DTE devices can
set the value of the DE bit of a frame to 1 to indicate that the frame
has lower importance than other frames. When the network
becomes congested, DCE devices will discard frames with the DE
bit set before discarding those that do not. This reduces the
likelihood of critical data being dropped by Frame Relay DCE
devices during periods of congestion. Error Checking. Frame
Relay uses a common error-checking mechanism known as the
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). The CRC compares two
calculated values to determine whether errors occurred during the
transmission from source to destination. Frame Relay reduces
network overhead by implementing error checking rather than error
correction. Frame Relay typically is implemented on reliable network
media, so data integrity is not sacrificed because error correction
can be left to higher-layer protocols running on top of Frame Relay.
Frame Relay Local Management Interface (LMI). This is a set of
enhancements to the basic Frame Relay specification. The LMI was
developed in 1990 by Cisco Systems, StrataCom, Northern
Telecom, and Digital Equipment Corporation. It offers a number of
features (called extensions) for managing complex internetworks.
Key Frame Relay LMI extensions include global addressing, virtualcircuit status messages, and multicasting. The LMI global
addressing extension gives Frame Relay data-link connection
identifier (DLCI) values global rather than local significance. DLCI
values become DTE addresses that are unique in the Frame Relay
WAN. The global addressing extension adds functionality and
manageability to Frame Relay WANs. Individual network interfaces
and the end nodes attached to them, for example, can be identified
by using standard address-resolution and discovery techniques. In
addition, the entire Frame Relay network appears to be a typical
LAN to routers on its periphery. LMI virtual circuit status messages
provide communication and synchronization between Frame Relay
DTE and DCE devices. These messages are used to periodically
report on the status of PVCs, which prevents data from being sent
into black holes (that is, over PVCs that no longer exist). The LMI
multicasting extension allows multicast groups to be assigned.

Congestion-Control Mechanisms. Frame Relay reduces network
overhead by implementing simple congestion-notification
mechanisms rather than explicit, per-virtual-circuit flow control.
Frame Relay typically is implemented on reliable network media, so
data integrity is not sacrificed because flow control can be left to
higher-layer protocols.
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Multicasting saves bandwidth by allowing routing updates and
address-resolution messages to be sent only to specific groups of
routers. The extension also transmits reports on the status of
multicast groups in update messages.

OSPF network types. A neighbor relationship is required for OSPF
routers to share routing information. A router will try to become
adjacent, or neighbor, to at least one other router on each IP
network to which it is connected. OSPF routers determine which
routers to become adjacent to based on the type of network they are
connected to. Some routers may try to become adjacent to all
neighbor routers. Other routers may try to become adjacent to only
one or two neighbor routers. Once an adjacency is formed between
neighbors, link-state information is exchanged. OSPF interfaces
automatically recognize three types of networks: Broadcast multiaccess, such as Ethernet. Point-to-point networks. And
Nonbroadcast multi-access (NBMA), such as Frame Relay. In a
multi-access network, it is not known in advance how many routers
will be connected. In point-to-point networks, only two routers can
be connected. In a broadcast multi-access network segment, many
routers may be connected. If every router had to establish full
adjacency with every other router and exchange link-state
information with every neighbor, there would be too much overhead.
If there are 5 routers, 10 adjacency relationships would be needed
and 10 link-states sent. If there are 10 routers then 45 adjacencies
would be needed. In general, for n routers, n*(n-1)/2 adjacencies
would need to be formed. The solution to this overhead is to hold an
election for a designated router (DR). This router becomes adjacent
to all other routers in the broadcast segment. All other routers on the
segment send their link-state information to the DR. The DR in turn
acts as the spokesperson for the segment. The DR sends link-state
information to all other routers on the segment using the multicast
address of 224.0.0.5 for all OSPF routers. Despite the gain in
efficiency that electing a DR provides, there is a disadvantage. The
DR represents a single point of failure. A second router is elected as
a backup designated router (BDR) to take over the duties of the DR
if it should fail. To ensure that both the DR and the BDR see the
link-states all routers send on the segment, the multicast address for
all designated routers, 224.0.0.6, is used. On point-to-point
networks only two nodes exist and no DR or BDR is elected. Both
routers become fully adjacent with each other.

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [1] is a routing protocol
developed for Internet Protocol (IP) networks by the interior gateway
protocol (IGP) working group of the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF). Group was formed in 1988 to design an IGP based on the
shortest path first (SPF) algorithm for use in the Internet. Similar to
the Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP), OSPF was created
because in the mid-1980s, the Routing Information Protocol (RIP)
was increasingly unable to serve large. OSPF was derived from
several research efforts, including Bolt, Beranek, Newman's (BBN's)
SPF algorithm developed in 1978 for the ARPANET (a landmark
packet-switching network developed in the early 1970s by BBN), Dr.
Radia Perlman's research on fault-tolerant broadcasting of routing
information (1988), BBN's work on area routing (1986), and an early
version of OSI's Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System (ISIS) routing protocol. OSPF has two primary characteristics. The first
is that the protocol is open, which means that its specification is in
the public domain. The OSPF specification is published as Request
For Comments (RFC) 1247. The second characteristic is that OSPF
is based on the SPF algorithm, which sometimes is referred to as
the Dijkstra algorithm, named for the person credited with its
creation. OSPF is a link-state routing protocol that calls for the
sending of link-state advertisements (LSAs) to all other routers
within the same hierarchical area. Information on attached
interfaces, metrics used, and other variables is included in OSPF
LSAs. As OSPF routers accumulate link-state information, they use
the SPF algorithm to calculate the shortest path to each node. As a
link-state routing protocol, OSPF contrasts with RIP and IGRP,
which are distance-vector routing protocols. Routers running the
distance-vector algorithm send all or a portion of their routing tables
in routing-update messages to their neighbors. Unlike RIP, OSPF
can operate within a hierarchy. The largest entity within the
hierarchy is the autonomous system (AS), which is a collection of
networks under a common administration that share a common
routing strategy. OSPF is an intra-AS (interior gateway) routing
protocol, although it is capable of receiving routes from and sending
routes to other ASs. An AS can be divided into a number of areas,
which are groups of contiguous networks and attached hosts.
Routers with multiple interfaces can participate in multiple areas.
These routers, which are called area border routers, maintain
separate topological databases for each area. A topological
database is essentially an overall picture of networks in relationship
to routers. The topological database contains the collection of LSAs
received from all routers in the same area. Routers within the same
area share the same information, they have identical topological
databases. The term domain sometimes is used to describe a
portion of the network in which all routers have identical topological
databases. Domain is frequently used interchangeably with AS. An
area's topology is invisible to entities outside the area. By keeping
area topologies separate, OSPF passes less routing traffic than it
would if the AS were not partitioned. Area partitioning creates two
different types of OSPF routing, depending on whether the source
and destination are in the same or different areas. Intra-area routing
occurs when the source and destination are in the same area;
interarea routing occurs when they are in different areas. An OSPF
backbone is responsible for distributing routing information between
areas. It consists of all area border routers, networks not wholly
contained in any area, and their attached routers.

LAMP Applications are based on LAMP Software Technology, that
is used to develop information systems on internet, private intranets
over Fast Ethernet LAN IEEE 802.3 and Wireless LAN IEEE
802.11N, on compatible and noncompatible plattforms, using the
UML and Scrum methods making a very strong way to develop
information systems. A comes from Apache, this server is freely
available, comes with source code and is licensed under a license
that allowed very open modification and redistribution. The original
developers lost interest in that project and moved, leaving users
without any support. Those users started to exchange fixes and
information on how to prevent problems and improve the existing
software, this fixes are called “patches”. In 1995, Brian Behlendorf
[2] created a mailing list for those users to collaborate to fix,
maintain and improve that software. The name Apache was chosen
from respect for the Native American Indian tribe of Apache, wellknown for their superior skills in warfare strategy and their
inexhaustible endurance. It also makes a cute pun on "a patchy web
server" (a server made from a series of patches). Currently still is,
with more than 65% of the web sites in the world powered by it. But
as the web grew bigger, economical interests started to grow, and
the Apache web site hosted other projects (such as the perl project,
the PHP project, the Java Apache project). The need for a more
coherent and structured organization that would shield individuals
from potential legal attacks felt more and more necessary.
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DEVELOPMENT
1. Frame Relay Network Implementation. A common private Frame
Relay network implementation is to equipe a T1 multiplexer with
both Frame Relay and non-Frame Relay interfaces. Frame Relay
traffic is forwarded out the Frame Relay interface and onto the data
network. Non-Frame Relay traffic is forwarded to the appropriate
application or service, such as a private branch exchange (PBX) for
telephone service or to a video-teleconferencing application. A
typical Frame Relay network consists of a number of DTE devices,
such as routers, connected to remote ports on multiplexer
equipment via traditional point-to-point services such as T1,
fractional T1. An example of a simple Frame Relay network is
shown in next figure.

M comes from MySQL, this is a family of affordable database
servers and tools. The mission of this one is to make superior data
management available for everyone. It contributes to building the
mission-critical, high-volume systems also has defined a database
standard. This is based on its dedication to providing a less
complicated solution suitable for widespread application deployment
at a greatly reduced TCO [3]. Those database solutions embody an
particular software architecture while delivering technology savings.
With superior speed, reliability, and ease of use, also eliminates the
major problems associated with downtime, maintenance,
administration and support.

The majority of Frame Relay networks deployed today are
provisioned by service providers who offer transmission services.
This is often referred to as a public Frame Relay service. Frame
Relay is implemented in both public carrier-provided networks and
in private enterprise networks.

P comes from PHP like a widely-used general-purpose scripting
language that is especially suited for Web development and can be
embedded into HTML. If it is necessarily to save bandwidth and
develop locally, it must be to install a web server (Apache). Known
originally as Personal Home Pages, was first presented in 1994 by
Rasmus Lerdorf [4]. He wrote it as a way to track visitors to his
online CV. The first version was released in 1995, he had found
that by making the project open-source, people on web would fix its
bugs. The first version was very straightforward and had a simple
parser which recognised a few special macros and provided some
of the utilities which were in common usage on homepages back
then. The parser was rewritten in mid-1995 and renamed PHP/FI
version 2. The /FI in that version stood for the Form Interpreter
which it had added to PHP to cope with the growing needs of
webpages. MySQL support was also added. PHP/FI underwent
massive growth, and other people on web started to contribute code
to it regularly. In mid-1997 Zeev Suraski and Andi Gutmans [4]
rewrote the main parser, and PHP shifted to orientated object
project. This formed the basis for PHP3, now named PHP:
Hypertext Preprocessor (a recursive acronym). The latest version,
PHP5, is another rewrite by Suraski and Gutmans [4] and is based
around the Zend engine. PHP now has over two hundred regular
contributors working on various parts of the project. It has a massive
amount of third party extension modules, supports all popular
servers natively, and has inbuilt MySQL and ODBC support. Now
there are almost over 5.5 million domains where PHP is used, and
has had a steady usage growth rate over the past year. It is far and
away the single most popular Apache module, whereas other
servers hold less than half that proportion of the market.

Frame Relay Frame Formats. To understand much of the
functionality of Frame Relay, it is helpful to understand the structure
of the Frame Relay frame. Flags indicate the beginning and end of
the frame. Three primary components make up the Frame Relay
frame: the header and address area, the user-data portion, and the
frame-check sequence (FCS). The address area, which is 2 bytes in
length, is comprised of 10 bits representing the actual circuit
identifier and 6 bits of fields related to congestion management. This
identifier commonly is referred to as the data-link connection
identifier (DLCI). Each of these is discussed in the descriptions that
follow. Standard Frame Relay Frame. Standard Frame Relay
frames consist of the fields illustrated in next figure.

Flags. Delimits the beginning and end of the frame. The value of this
field is always the same and is represented either as the
hexadecimal number 7E or the binary number 01111110.
Address. Contains the following information:
DLCI: The 10-bit DLCI is the essence of the Frame Relay header.
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This value represents the virtual connection between the DTE
device and the switch. Each virtual connection that is multiplexed
onto the physical channel will be represented by a unique DLCI. The
DLCI values have local significance only, which means that they are
unique only to the physical channel on which they reside. Therefore,
devices at opposite ends of a connection can use different DLCI
values to refer to the same virtual connection. Extended Address
(EA): The EA is used to indicate whether the byte in which the EA
value is 1 is the last addressing field. If the value is 1, then the
current byte is determined to be the last DLCI octet. Although
current Frame Relay implementations all use a two-octet DLCI, this
capability does allow for longer DLCIs to be used in the future. The
eighth bit of each byte of the Address field is used to indicate the
EA. C/R: The C/R is the bit that follows the most significant DLCI
byte in the Address field. The C/R bit is not currently defined.
Congestion Control: This consists of the three bits that control the
Frame Relay congestion-notification mechanisms. These are the
FECN, BECN, and DE bits, which are the last three bits in the
Address field. Forward-explicit congestion notification (FECN) is
a single bit field that can be set to a value of 1 by a switch to
indicate to an end DTE device, such as a router, that congestion
was experienced in the direction of the frame transmission from
source to destination. The primary benefit of the use of the FECN
and BECN fields is the ability of higher-layer protocols to react
intelligently to these congestion indicators. Today, DECnet and OSI
are the only higher-layer protocols that implement these capabilities.
Backward-explicit congestion notification (BECN) is a single bit
field that, when set to a value of 1 by a switch, indicates that
congestion was experienced in the network in the direction opposite
of the frame transmission from source to destination. Discard
eligibility (DE) is set by the DTE device, such as a router, to
indicate that the marked frame is of lesser importance relative to
other frames being transmitted. Frames that are marked as "discard
eligible" should be discarded before other frames in a congested
network. This allows for a fairly basic prioritization mechanism in
Frame Relay networks. Data. Contains encapsulated upper-layer
data. Each frame in this variable-length field includes a user data or
payload field that will vary in length up to 16,000 octets. This field
serves to transport the higher-layer protocol packet (PDU) through a
Frame Relay network. Frame Check Sequence. Ensures the
integrity of transmitted data. This value is computed by the source
device and verified by the receiver to ensure integrity of
transmission. LMI Frame Format. Frame Relay frames that
conform to the LMI specifications consist of the fields illustrated in
next figure where nine fields comprise the Frame Relay that
co n f o r m s t o t h e L M I f o r m a t .

Consider this, select 3 routers which have WAN serial links between
them. The middle router will simulate a Frame Relay switch and the
end routers will simulate geographically separate sites connected
through the Frame Relay cloud. This model showed uses routers
AMERICA, FRAME RELAY SWITCH and EUROPE. It configures the
two remote routers (AMERICA and EUROPE) first and then the
middle Frame Relay router (FRAME RELAY SWITCH). The next
purple figure shows the configuration of the Frame Relay switch
simulation in Command Line, the frame-relay switching command
enable to the route to be a Frame Relay Switch, note than serial 0/0
and serial 0/1 are DCE in order to have this router simulate the
Frame Relay switch, and the encapsulation used is Frame Relay. It
must be observed that are included two PVCs inside the cloud from
DLCI20 to DLCI21 and there is
a n o t h e r f r o m DL CI 2 1 t o DL CI 2 0 .
3. The top notch of this perform, it
is that at routers AMERICA,
showed in red; and EUROPE,
showed in blue are making the
simulation
of
se p a r a t e d
geographically areas, notice that
only it must be configured
encapsulation
frame-relay
command at serial interface
mode. Let us consider that OSPF
routing protocol single area is
enabled with router ospf 1
co m m a n d o n t h e 3 r o u t e r s. I f
neighbor 201.100.11.2 command
at AMERICA router configuration
mode, then sets neighbourhood
up with EUROPE router in a non
broadcast multi-access network
(NBMA), as Frame Relay is. At
the other side, EUROPE must be
configured ip ospf priority 0
command at serial interface
mode to establish that does not
exist a designed router (DR)
election for this kind of network.
With both commands it has
reached communicate IEEE
802.3 Fast Ethernet LAN

AMERICA and IEEE 802.11N
Wireless LAN EUROPE.
4. The LAMP applications are
performed over AMERICA LAN,
which there are 3 Apache servers
with HTTP, FTP, MySQL
Database, PHP Application and
E-Mail Services and inside
EUROPE Wireless LAN there are
5 users that requested all of
these services. So, if it is invoked
the Apache service from
EUROPE by a browser software,
then there will be a positive
response from any Apache at
AMERICA.

2. Let us consider next routers performing simulation:

There will not likely be a real circuit with a Frame Relay cloud
available for attachment and testing of the configuration changes
made to the routers. The purpose of this model is to practice the
process of configuring the routers to connect to a Frame Relay
WAN link.
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This simulation offers how LAMP Applications work over Frame
Relay in the real life. Broad manufacturer acceptance and
certifiable interoperability means users can expect to see
affordable, large bandwidth throughout the WANs that use Frame
Relay. LAMP Software Technology is a free internet systems
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to LAMP applications approach on Frame Relay WAN technology
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